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Background heavily based in customer service and management. Hard working and 
willing to learn while utilizing the knowledge and education obtained in past 
employment. Enjoy customer service based employment, simply need a change.

EXPERIENCE

Lead First Assistant Manager
ABC Corporation - 2001 – 2005

 Responsible for the training and development of all new hires and 
managers in order to provide quality food and excellent customer 
service to the general public.

 Consistently achieved 100% accuracy on daily deposits Reduced food 
costs by 50% bringing cost in line with company goals

 Managed and reduced labor costs by logistically determining staffing 
needs; reviewed scheduling and made recommendations.

 Provided measurement on volume and trends to determine agency 
education needs in order to improve customer satisfaction.

 Verified accuracy of shipments received on a daily basis.
 Filed daily reports on inventory transactions.
 Performed monthly inventory scans of every piece of stock in the 

store.

First Assistant Manager 
ABC Corporation - 1996 – 2001

 Provide fast friendly customer service; Trained and mentored new 
employees; write orders; check in vendors; restock merchandise; 
Correct store operation problems Assign tasks and ensure completion,
write clerk schedules and track store cash.

 I help raise several part time clerks to assistant managers.
 Have been praised several times on my customer service.
 Skills Used I am a strong leader who can earn the respect of his 

subordinates.
 motivate and train the team to drive sales.
 The ability to appropriately choose and organize available resources 

to effectively achieve goals and objectives.
 An understanding of customer needs, wants, and desires..

EDUCATION

 College preparatory - (Havelock High School - Havelock, NC)
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SKILLS

Coching and developing teams, Growth in co-leading store, Ability to uphold and 
maintain policy and procedures, Cash management and inventory control, 
Networking and recruiting, Marketing and visual floor sets.
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